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Robert Powell – List of Publications


Divine Sophia, Holy Wisdom. Booklet describes the Sophia impulse and the work of the Sophia Foundation.
Outlines the significance of Sophia for America and for our time



*NEW* Gautama Buddha’s Successor: A Force for Good in Our Time by Robert Powell & Estelle Isaacson. Robert
Powell makes the critical point that the year 2014 not only denotes the beginning of a new 600-year cultural
wave in history but also that there is an ancient prophecy applying to this very same year, 2014, which can be
interpreted as pointing to the onset of the twenty-first-century incarnation of the Bodhisattva who will become
the future Maitreya Buddha, the successor to Gautama Buddha. A series of inspiring visions of the Maitreya,
received by Estelle Isaacson, are included, as well as extensive material by both Rudolf Steiner and Valentin
Tomberg concerning the Maitreya.



*NEW* Astrogeographia: Correspondences between the Stars and Earthly Locations by Robert Powell and
David Bowden. As Rudolf Steiner indicates in the Astronomy Course: “We can conceive of the active heavenly
sphere mirrored in the Earth.” Astrogeographia is the science that determines this mirroring, i.e. that there is a
on-to-one correspondence between the encircling starry heavens – the celestial sphere – and the sphere of the
earthly globe: for example, the city of Vienna mirrors on Earth the star Aldebaran (the “Bull’s eye”) in Taurus.



* NEW * The Astrological Revolution: Unveiling the Science of the Stars as a Science of Reincarnation and
Karma by Robert Powell and Kevin Dann. Humanity has for many centuries employed astrology to penetrate the
mystery of the stars’ relationship to human destiny. Through the newly discovered rules of astrological
reincarnation, it has been discovered that the sidereal zodiac presents an authentic astrological zodiac, enabling
a new practice of astrology, one that offers tools to reestablish a wisdom-filled astrology in the modern world.



* NEW * Christ and the Maya Calendar, 2012 & the Coming of the Antichrist by Robert Powell and Kevin Dann.
Explores the significance of the year 2012 and the Mexican mysteries, drawing on the Book of Revelation as well
as Rudolf Steiner's work. New research is presented to help the reader navigate the Apocalyptic scenario
currently unfolding. The Second Coming of Christ is the true event of our time; the incarnation of
Satan/Ahriman is its shadow, and Divine Sophia is the antidote to the negative consequences of Ahriman’s
incarnation. Also discusses the significance of young anthroposophist Judith von Halle, who since Easter 2004
has born the stigmata– the visible signs of the wounds of Christ.



The Christ Mystery: Reflections on the Second Coming by Robert Powell. The fruit of many years reflection on
the Second Coming, it's cosmological aspects, the approaching trial of humanity, and the challenges of living in
apocalyptic times, against the background of "great signs from heaven".



Christian Hermetic Astrology: the Star of the Magi and the Life of Christ by Robert Powell. Consists of
discourses set in the "Temple of the Sun", where Hermes and his pupils gather to meditate on the cosmic
aspects of the birth, miracles, and passion of Jesus Christ. Outlines a modern path of the magi leading to a
Christian star wisdom.



Introduction to the Christian Star Calendar by Robert Powell. A guide to working with the Journal for Star
Wisdom (formerly the Christian Star Calendar) on a daily basis, including information on mega stars, the 36
decans, and many other topics.



Chronicle of the Living Christ, the Life and Ministry of Jesus Christ: Foundations of Cosmic Christianity by
Robert Powell. Based on the visions of Anne Catherine Emmerich, includes a day by day chronicle of the three
and a half year ministry of Jesus Christ with horoscopes of the birth and death of Jesus, Mary, and John the
Baptist and events in the life of Christ.



Cosmic Dances of the Planets by Lacquanna Paul & Robert Powell. Study material describing the seven classical
planets and their forms and gestures in cosmic dance, with diagrams, including a wealth of information on the
planets.



Cosmic Dances of the Zodiac by Lacquanna Paul & Robert Powell. Describes the twelve signs in relation to the
stars. Provides meditation material and outlines the zodiacal forms and gestures in cosmic dance, with
diagrams, and new research on the 36 decans and 12 zodiacal signs.



NEW * Cultivating Inner Radiance and the Body of Immortality by Robert Powell. In honor of the 100th
anniversary of the birth of eurythmy, this book contains spiritual exercises comprising the Inner Radiance
sequence—exercises which emphasize the cosmic and universal (Christ) dimension of eurythmy.



* NEW * Elijah Come Again, A Prophet for Our Time, A Scientific Approach to Reincarnation by Robert Powell.
Presents a scientific approach toward the foundation of a new “science of the stars” as the “science of karma,”
unveiling the mystery of human destiny and the fulfillment of Elijah’s mission at this time, for earth and
humanity, in the next step underlying our spiritual evolution. Explores the various incarnations of the Elijah–
John the Baptist-Raphael–Novalis individuality, whom Rudolf Steiner described as “a radiant and splendid
forerunner...with whom you are to prepare the work that…. will lead humankind past the great crisis in which it
is involved.”



Hermetic Astrology I, Astrology and Reincarnation by Robert Powell. Includes a comprehensive basis for a new
science of karmic astrology, specific reincarnation examples, the astrology of the ancient Babylonians and
Egyptians, the New Age, the Second Coming of Christ, and more. Available in paperback and hardback editions.



Hermetic Astrology II, Astrological Biography by Robert Powell. A detailed look at embryonic life– conception
to birth– in relation to the unfolding of destiny in human biography through seven-year periods. Also includes
historical examples of karmic relationships, the esoteric significance of the outer planets, working with the lunar
rhythms in meditation, and much more. Astrological biographies of Richard Wagner and Rudolf Steiner.
Paperback and hardback editions.



History of the Zodiac by Robert Powell. Penetrating study of the history of the zodiac; restores the sidereal
zodiac to its rightful place as the original zodiac, and traces it back to the Babylonians in the 5th century B.C.
First submitted in 2004 as Robert Powell's Ph.D. Thesis. Paperback and hardback editions.



Journal for Star Wisdom edited by Robert Powell. A guide to the correspondences of Christ in the stellar and
etheric world. Includes articles of interest by various authors and a complete sidereal ephemeris and
aspectarian, geocentric and heliocentric. Published yearly in October/November of the preceding year. In
addition to the ephemeris and aspectarian, the every issue contains an article by Robert Powell and there are
many interesting articles by other authors as well, for example – Daniel Andreev, William Bento, Kevin Dann,
Wain Farrants, Brian Gray, Robert Schiappacasse, Richard Tarnas, and David Tresemer.



Lazarus, Come Forth! by Valentin Tomberg (formerly titled Covenant of the Heart). Profound meditations of a
Christian esotericist on the mysteries of the raising of Lazarus, the Ten Commandments, the Three Kingdoms
(God, Man, and Nature), and the Breath of Life. Translated from German into English by Robert Powell & James
Morgante.



Meditations on the Tarot: A Journey into Christian Hermeticism by an anonymous author. The 21st century
classic of western spirituality. "Hermeticism is an athanor erected in the individual human consciousness, where
the mercury of intellectuality undergoes transmutation into the gold of spirituality." Translated from French into
English by Robert Powell.



The Most Holy Trinosophia and the New Revelation of the Divine Feminine by Robert Powell. Discusses Sophia
as a Trinity– Mother, Daughter, and Holy Soul– and as the feminine aspect of the Divine Godhead. Also, an
introduction to the Divine Feminine by Daniel Andreev, author of The Rose of the World, and a foreword by
Carol Parrish, founder of the Sancta Sophia Seminary.



* NEW * The Mystery, Biography, and Destiny of Mary Magdalene, Sister of Lazarus John & Spiritual Sister of
Jesus by Robert Powell. Sifts through the misunderstandings and distortions to reveal the true Mary Magdalene,
her mission and her relationship to Jesus as the Beloved Disciple.



* NEW * Prophecy–Phenomena–Hope: The Real Meaning of 2012 by Robert Powell. This new book focuses on
two important and significant prophecies by Rudolf Steiner. The first (from 1909) concerns the Second Coming
of Christ, his appearance to humanity as the Etheric Christ. The second prophecy (from 1919) represents the
shadow side of Christ's Second Coming.



The Sign of the Son of Man in Heaven: Sophia and the New Star Wisdom by Robert Powell. An excellent
introduction to Sophia's star wisdom. Addresses Christ and the Zodiac, the End of the Century, the Sophianic
Millennium, the Sign of the Son of Man in Heaven, and other themes.



The Sophia Teachings by Robert Powell. In this text the author uncovers a secret stream of wisdom flowing
through the heart of Christianity: the feminine principle known in Greek as "Sophia," or Divine Wisdom. Robert
Powell surveys teachings from Christianity's mystical past concerning Sophia, spanning the Greek philosophers,
King Solomon, the visions of Hildegard of Bingen, the Russian Sophiologists, Mary as the Mother of Christ, Our
Lady of Guadalupe, and Sophia as "Mother of all Humanity."



* NEW * Inner Life of the Earth, Exploring the Mysteries of Nature, Subnature & Supranature
edited by Paul V. O'Leary. Discusses how forces from the interior of the Earth affect human and
earthly evolution. Robert Powell's chapter, Subnature and the Second Coming, discusses the
significance of Christ’s incarnation, by which he united with the Earth.

If you would like to order any of the abovementioned publications please go to the Sophia Foundation website
www.sophiafoundation.org and click on Book Store.
Additionally, the following works published as study material for the Sophia Grail Circle are available from the
Sophia Foundation administrative office:






Prayer Sequence in Sacred Dance by Lacquanna Paul & Robert Powell
Morning Meditation in Eurythmy by Robert Powell
Morning Meditation to Sophia in Eurythmy by Karen Rivers
The Foundation Stone Meditation in the Sacred Dance of Eurythmy by Lacquanna Paul & Robert Powell
Consecration to the Immaculate Heart of Mary Sophia & Consecration to the Sacred Heart of Jesus by Robert
Powell

For further information regarding the above Sophia Grail Circle Study Material, visit www.sophiafoundation.org and
click on Meditational Study Materials or click here: https://sophiafoundation.org/activities/meditation_study/

